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1. Introduction 
In 1927, Schreier [23] showed that a group amalgam is always embeddable in 
a group. In 1956, Jbnsson [lS, p. 2061 gave an example to show that a semigroup 
amalgam need not be embeddable in a semigroup. In 1957, Kimura [19] (see also 
[3, Section 9.41) showed that a commutative semigroup amalgam need not be embed- 
dable in a semigroup. 
Semigroup amalgams were first extensively studied by Howie [12-171 (see also 
[3, 111). In 1975, Hall [9] showed that Schreier’s theorem extends to the case of 
inverse semigroups. 
In 1975, Lallement [ZO] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for a semigroup 
amalgam ZZZ = [{Si: i E I}; U] to be embeddable in a semigroup. Lallement’s condi- 
tion is in the form of a countable set of equational implications with existential 
quantifiers and with variables taken from card I distinct sets. Lallement has shown 
that no finite set of such implications can serve as a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a semigroup amalgam to be embeddable. 
In the present paper we prove (Theorem 1) that the class of all embeddable 
semigroup amalgams is not first-order finitely axiomatizable. In the proof of 
Theorem 1 we construct partial groupoids Gs and GT. The union of the sets of 
multiplications of Gs and GT is exactly the “length n zigzag of type I over U from 
s E S to t E T with spine ui, vt, . . . , u,, v,, u,+ 1” as defined by Hall [lo, Section 8, 
Definition 51. 
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2. Preliminaries 
A partial groupoid is a triple G = (G, D, p), where G is a nonempty set, D E G x G, 
and p : D + G is a mapping. Let G = (G, D, p) and H = (H, E, v) be partial groupoids. 
Denote &x, y) by x .y and v(x, y) by x * y. A homomorphism of G into H is a mapping 
q: G 4 H such that (x, y) E D implies (q(x), q(y)) E E and cp(x.y) = q(x) * q(y), for all 
x, y E G. 
Let G = (G, D, p) be a partial groupoid and let G+ be the free semigroup on the set 
G. Let 0,(G) be the relation on Gf consisting of the pairs (xy, ~(x, y)) for all (x, y) E D. 
Let 8(G) be the congruence on G+ generated by 0,(G). Then U(G) = G+/B(G) is the 
universal semigroup of the partial groupoid G. For each word w of G + we denote by we 
the B(G)-class of w. 
Let G and H be partial groupoids. G is said to be embeddable into H if there is 
a one-to-one homomorphism of G into H. A partial groupoid G is said to be a partial 
semigroup [24] if it is embeddable in a semigroup. 
Theorem A (Baer Cl]). A partial groupoid G is a partial semigroup if and only if it 
embeds in its universal semigroup U(G), i.e., if and only if x - y (mod 8(G)) implies 
x=y,forallx,y~G. 
Note that recently partial semigroups were studied by the author [S-S]. 
We shall examine the congruence 8(G) by considering elementary 8e (G)-transitions 
as defined in [ll, Ch. I, Section 51. If x, y E G, then x w y (mod 0(G)) if and only if 
either x = y or for some n 2 1 there is a sequence 
x=wg+wr+ .‘. -+w,=y 
of elementary B,,(G)-transitions connecting x to y ([ll, Proposition 1.5101). For an 
arbitrary sequence of elementary 8,, (G)-transitions we say that the number of elemen- 
tary B,(G)-transitions in the sequence is the length of the sequence. 
Let G = (G, D, ,a) be a partial groupoid and let 0 # G. We extend the multiplication 
of G to one of Go = G u (0) by defining x 0 y = ~(x, y) for all (x, y) E D and making all 
other products equal to 0. A partial groupoid G is said to be an Z-presemigroup if Go is 
a semigroup. 
We introduce the following conditions on a partial groupoid G: 
(Al) Forallx,y,z E G,if(x,y) E Dand(x.y, z) E D, then(y,z) E D,(x,y.z) E Dand 
(x.y).z = x.(y.z). 
(A2) For all x, y, z E G, if (y, z) E D and (x, y. z) E D, then (x, y) E D, (x y, z) E D and 
(x . y) . z = x . (y . z). 
Theorem B (Conrad 141, see also [3, Lemma 3.71). A partial groupoid G is a Z- 
presemigroup if and only if it satisjies conditions (Al) and (A2). 
Clearly, a partial groupoid G = (G, D, ,u) can be considered as a pair M(G) = (G, R), 
where R is the ternary relation on G defined by (x, y, z) E R if and only if (x, y) E D and 
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~(x, y) = z. In the terminology of Malcev [21], M(G) is the model corresponding to G. 
If we use a first-order language L consisting of one ternary relation symbol, p say, we 




The following theorem is a corollary to Theorem A and Proposition 1.5.10 of [l 
Theorem C. The class of all partial semigroups is a quasivariety (in the sense 
[21,22]) dejined by an infinite set P of quasi-identities of the form 
VxVyVx, . . . vx, [pvlv,x A ... ~P%-1~sY+x=Yl, 
where vl, . . . , v, E {x1, . . . ,x,}. 
3. The class of all embeddable semigroup amalgams is not finitely axiomatizable 
Let {Si: i E I} be a family of semigroups, let U be a subsemigroup of Si for all i E I, 
and let SinSj = U for all i,j E I with i # j. The semigroup amalgam d = [{Si: 
i E I}; U] determines a partial groupoid g(d) on 3 = u {Si: i E I} in which a prod- 
uct of two elements is defined if and only if they both belong to the same Si and their 
product is then taken as their product in Si [3, Section 9.41. A semigroup amalgam 
d is said to be embeddable in a semigroup if the partial groupoid g(d) is a partial 
semigroup. 
Theorem 1. The class of all embeddable semigroup amalgams is not first-orderjnitely 
axiomatizable. 
Proof. Let P be the infinite set of quasi-identities defining the class of all partial 
semigroups and let PO be any finite subset of P. Let n 2 1. We shall construct 
a semigroup amalgam &n = [S,, T,,; U,] and a partial groupoid gn = %(J&) such that 
M(gn), that is, the model corresponding to gn, satisfies P,, but not P. From this it 
follows that the class of all embeddable semigroup amalgams is not first-order finitely 
axiomatizable. We refer the reader to [2] for the fundamentals of first-order theories. 
OnthesetGs={s,s, ,..., s,,s; ,..., s~_i,ui ,..., u,+l,ul ,..., v,}wedefineapartial 
groupoid Gs by the multiplications 
UlSi = s, &Is, = %+1, ViSi = Ui+ 1 Si+ 1 = S:, i=l ,...,n - 1. 
On the set GT={t,tl ,..., t,,t; ,..., tb_I,uI ,..., u,,+~,u~ ,..., v,} we define a partial 
groupoid GT by the multiplications 
t1v1 = 4, tn%I+1 = t, tiUi+l = ti+lVi+l = t{, i = l,..., n - 1. 
By using Theorem B, one can easily verify that the partial groupoids G, and Gr 
are Z-presemigroups. Denote S, = Gg and T, = GOT. Clearly, the zero semigroup 
on U, = (0,~~ ,..., u.+~,v~ ,..., u,} is a subsemigroup of S, and T, such that 
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S, n T, = U,. Denote 3(&J by 3,,, t?,(%J by 00, and f9(9,,) by 0. One can easily see 
that 
SiB= ISi>,tie = (ti),UiB = (Vij, i = l,...,n, 
SjO = {S(i, VjSj, Uj+ISj+l), titl = {I$, tjllj+l, tj+lVj+l}, 
j=l ,...,n- 1, u,Q= (U1,tllil),U,+l~={u,+1,v,~S”), 
ukO = {uk}, k = 2, . ,n. 
The &class of 0 contains exactly one element of 9,,, namely 0. Hence each of the above 
&classes contains exactly one element of Y,,. But s and t belong to the same &class. 
The sequence of elementary 8,-transitions of minimal length from s to t has the form 
s + lJ1sr + tlvlsl + t,s; -+ tluzsz + t;sz + ‘.. + t;_ 1.7” + tJl,s, -+ tnu,+ 1 + t. 
The above sequence (and hence the sequence of minimal length from t to s) has length 
4n. 
Since s and t belong to the same &class, by Theorem A, the partial groupoid %n is 
not a partial semigroup. Hence M(23J does not satisfy P. For each quasi-identity 
$ E P we denote by 1,($) the number of occurrences of the symbol p in $. Let 
1,(e) = n++,, $ E PO. Choose n > ntiL, for all $ E PO. Then M(9J satisfies PO but not P. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
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